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GIRLS DO GOOD: REAL-LIFE SUPERHEROES REDEFINING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A ‘GOOD GIRL’
NEW CHILDREN’S BOOK uses beautiful illustrations, tech and powerful 
stories of remarkable real-life girls to inspire young readers to bust 
stereotypes and transform the world

Why this book matters:

• Features 11 inspiring young girls 
who are changing the world – from 
Afghanistan and the USA to Columbia and 
Indonesia – and shares their remarkable 
stories in a fun, light-hearted and 
accessible way, with beautiful illustrations

 

• The book celebrates girls’ 
achievements and motivates readers 
to follow in their footsteps – these 
include masterminding a life-changing 
invention at 8 years old, a pair of girls 
campaigning to reduce plastic waste in 
Indonesia, and a young girl escaping a 
forced marriage to continue her education.

 

• Uses Educational Technology (EdTech) 

• Uses Educational Technology 
(EdTech) – Augmented Reality and 

bridge between technology and print.

• Brilliant resource to help parents talk 
to their children about issues such 
as transgender rights, global warming, 
autism and child marriage.

• Foreword by Nobel Peace Prize 
Winner Leyma Gbowee and CEO of 
Huda Beauty Huda Kattan  

• Uses both Augmented Reality (AR) 
and traditional colouring pages – 
meaning the book stands strong on its 
own but also works as an online activity. 

Girls Do Good tells eleven stories of young women and girls changing the world. This powerful new book motivates 

ways of treating people – no matter what faith, skin-colour, nationality or gender they are. It helps foster key values of 

colouring in sheets are included to aid young readers in learning about the lives of inspirational girls like them.

Built for a digital age but also able to stand strong on its own – the book uses the EdTech movement and Augmented 
Reality to encourage sensory learning and bridge the gap between technology and print. Through downloading the “Girls 
Do Good” app readers can explore the book with their devices, “collecting tools” and playing games along the way. The 

THE POWER OF FEMALE STORIES
Girls Do Good opens up a safe space for young readers 
to learn and talk about modern issues across world. 
Through learning about some of the amazing things global 
changemakers are doing, young readers are encourages to 
think about their own lives and their version of good. 

• Malati and Isabel the Environmentalists (17 and 15) – 
Malati and Isabel were sad that animals on their island 
in Indonesia were harmed by plastic bags. They started 
picking up hundreds of bags every week.

 Laura the Sailor (23) – Laura sailed solo around the world 
on a two-year trip. She journaled about the penguins, seals, 
birds, whales and dolphins she saw along the way.

• Ashleigh the Singer (19) – Ashleigh has autism which can 
make it hard to make new friends – but through her music she 
has found a way to connect with others. 

• April the Activist (19) – April was born a boy and now 

understand – but April works to remind others that it’s ok to 
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‘All around the world, girls are identifying things that they 
want to change. The stories in Girls Do Good are just a 
snapshot of the creativity and problem-solving abilities of 
girls.’ - Leymah Gbowee, Noble Peace Prize Winner and 
Founder of Gbowee Peace Foundation Africa 

‘Owning and accepting that you are special before 
anyone else does can not only empower you, but others, 
too! You can change the world, like all of the other 
little girls in this book.’ - Huda Kattan, Beauty blogger, 
entrepreneur & CEO of Huda Beauty

The Speaker’S CoaCh: 60 SeCreTS To make your Talk, 
SpeeCh or preSenTaTion amazing
by TEDx Speaker with 23 million views – how to become a public-speaking pro

The perfect presentation doesn’t happen by magic – it’s the result of 
preparation and practice. New book The Speaker’s Coach by Graham Shaw 
reveals all the secrets of delivering an amazing speech, talk or presentation 
which can make anyone a public speaking-pro.

The book is split into three sections – preparing, practicing and performing. 
Graham has found that if these three elements are mastered– anyone can 
deliver a memorable talk to win over an audience. 

poliShing your performanCe 
In the short time it takes to read this book, readers will have access to all 
the best secrets Graham has gathered over his 20 years working as an 
international professional speaker and coach, with huge brands such as the 
BBC and HSBC. Graham has also coached many TEDx speakers, and his own 
talk has over 23 million views.
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The Speaker’s Coach is quick and easy to read. It can be flicked through 
months, weeks or even on the morning of your presentation to quickly 
pick up tips on making a speech more polished. By the end of the book, 
readers will be able to: 

• Overcome nerves, rehearse and polish their performance

• Plan engaging talks that boost personal presence and impact

• Talk with authority, confidence and impact

• Handle awkward questions calmly and finish on a high

• Learn from experience to make future talks even better

Why ThiS book maTTerS

•    a yougov poll said 56% per cent of the uk 
population were afraid of public speaking – a very 
common fear that holds many people back in their 
work and jobs.

•  by a TeDx speaker with over 23 million views  
 – Graham Shaw has worked with renowned 

organisations such as the BBC, The Samaritans, 
 HSBC and British Airways. 
   

 endorsed by Chris anderson, the head of TeD 
Talks  – “In this book you will find compelling insights and 
practical guidance.”

   

 60 digestible “secrets” for public speaking  – 
Graham gives the lessons he has learnt over the last 
20 years as an international professional speaker and 
coach.

 prepare - practice - perform  – the book helps you 
master the three main elements of public speaking.

The Speaker’s Coach is published by Pearson, out now, priced £14.99 available on Amazon. 
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exCluSive arTiCleS anD inTervieWS available

Graham Shaw is available for expert comment, interview and 

to write by-lined articles on a range of communication topics, 

including:

Don’t do a presentation, instead have a conversation – the benefits of 

changing the way you think about public speaking 

How to structure a talk for maximum impact

Why post it notes are your best too for planning a pro presentation, 

and how to do it

Six secrets for a successful speech, talk or presentation

How to manage nerves and why you don’t need to be too calm to be a 

pro presenter

Four ways to captivate your audience in the first 30 seconds

How to explain an idea with a sketch

Seven ways to make your voice easy to listen to

How to use body language to enhance your message 

How to end any talk on a high, not a whimper: three top tips

abouT The auThor 
Graham Shaw is a speaker coach 

and professional conference 

speaker. He specialises in 

advanced communication skills 

and has helped thousands of 

people to develop the professional 

skills required to make convincing 

presentations.  He coaches 

people to enhance their personal 

presence and impact – and many 

directors and managers required 

to make important speeches and 

conference presentations have benefited from Graham’s coaching. 

Graham is a TEDx speaker viewed over 23 million times online and has 

coached speakers for TEDx Vienna.

For further information, an interview with Graham Shaw, a guest article or a review copy 
of The Speaker’s Coach, please contact:

natalie Connors:         natalie.connors@thebookpublicist.co.uk

ella Davidson:        ella@thebookpublicist.co.uk


